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Things to do at home
Now that you have visited the
Gadget Factory and learned the
basics of circuitry to make your
very own flashing badge, we’ve
got some other great activities you
can try at home to find out more
about electricity and engineering.
When you visited the Gadget Factory you learned
to solder the components of an electronic circuit
together, you also have learned how to:
•

Identify that electrical gadgets are made from a
combination of different components.

•

Describe that inside real electronic gadgets you
can find a circuit board with different electronic
components, each of which has a specific job in
the electronic circuit.

•

Describe the basic functions of batteries,
resistors, capacitors and LEDs.

The Science behind Gadget Factory
Electricity and electronics
An understanding of electronics underpins not just the
way that our everyday gadgets work, but also provides the
basis for an understanding of how computers function.
The incredibly complex operations of everyday gadgets like games consoles or radios
are based simply on the flow of electricity through a handful of different types of
electronic components – like resistors, capacitors and transistors (more on these later).
It is the arrangement of these simple components into complex electrical circuits that
allows them to function in their designed way. It is the job of an electronic engineer
to plan the architecture of these circuits based on a mathematical understanding of
how electricity flows through different types of materials.
To understand electronics, it is important to remember that:

Electricity travels best
through conductive
materials like metals.

Electricity finds it hard to travel
through insulators such as wood,
ceramics, or (importantly) the resin
used to produce circuit boards.

If the circuit is broken, electricity
will no longer be able to flow
through the components and they
will not be powered.

The resistance of a component
or material is a measure of
how much it opposes the
flow of electricity. Therefore,
an insulator has a very high
resistance whereas a conductor
will have a low resistance.

An electrical circuit is made
up of a power source (such
as the battery on your Gadget
Factory badge) and one or more
components connected in a
continuous conductive loop
(typically copper wires or tracks).

The Science behind Gadget Factory
Circuit boards and components
Electrical gadgets are made from a combination of different components joined
together by metal tracks on a circuit board.
Circuit boards are specially designed to
connect components together in a rigid unit.
The metal tracks on a circuit board allow
electricity to flow between the components,
and the material the boards are made from
is an insulator, meaning that electricity only
flows through the metal tracks.
Components are fixed onto the board
using solder. Solder is a special mix of
metals (an alloy) which has a low melting
point compared to other metals. This is
used to join the components together
electronically and to hold the components
onto the board securely.

Some components (and their circuit symbols):
All electronic gadgets need a power source – in the
Gadget Factory a battery is used as our power source.
Resistors limit the flow of electrical current in a circuit.
They are designed to have a very specific resistance and
control the electricity flowing through certain components.
Capacitors store a small amount of electricity. They
can be chosen to charge up at different voltages and to
store very specific amounts of charge.
Transistors have three legs. They allow electricity to
flow through two of their legs if a certain voltage is
measured on the third leg.
LEDs – or Light Emitting Diodes – turn electrical
energy into light energy when a current flows through
them. As mentioned in the name, LEDs are diodes,
a component that will only allow electricity to pass
through them in one direction.

The Science behind Gadget Factory
How does my flashing badge work?
The flashing badge you created at the Gadget Factory uses a series of
different components to create the flashing effect. The way the transistors,
capacitors and resistors are laid out and connected together means the
voltage across the LEDs switches back and forth from one LED to the other,
a bit like a seesaw, making them flash.
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Activity: Creative Circuits

(8-11yrs)

Discover more about circuits by drawing your very
own circuit design.
What you'll need:
•
•
•

Paper
6B pencil
9V battery

•
•

LEDs
Sticky tape

What to do:
1. Use the pencil to draw
2 lines on the paper in a
simple design. Make the
lines thick and bold. The
lines should come close
together at either end of
your drawing.

2. Leave a 1cm
gap between the
ends of the lines at
opposite ends of
your drawing.

3. At the gap,
mark the end
of one line as
positive and the
other as negative.
Do the same at
the other gap.

5. Take an LED
and find the
positive side
(this is the
longer leg).

8. Tape the
legs of the
LED to the
paper. Make
sure the legs
are in contact
with the
pencil.

4. Place the
battery on one of
the gaps. Align
the positive and
negative sides of
the battery with
the pencil lines.

7. Line up the legs
of the LED with the
pencil lines across
the other gap. Make
sure the positive and
negative legs line up
with the correct ends
of the lines.

6. Bend the
legs out away
from each
other so the
LED can sit flat
on the paper.

9. Does the
LED light
up? If not,
try turning
it or the
battery
around.

What is the science?

Activity: Creative Circuits

(8-11yrs)

What's the science?
What we call ‘lead’ pencils are actually made of a
substance called graphite. Graphite is an electrical
conductor, which means it allows electricity to travel
along it.
When you draw a thick, heavy line on the paper, you are depositing a thin layer
of graphite onto the paper. This carries the electricity from the battery through
the LED and back to the battery to create a circuit.
Because graphite is low in conductivity, the success of your circuit will depend
on the length, thickness and amount of graphite on the paper. For example, the
longer the path the electricity has to travel along, the dimmer your light will be.
Why not try drawing lines of different lengths?
Does it make a difference?
Can you create a circuit with more than one light?

Activity: Squishy Circuits

(11-14yrs)

What you'll need:
•
•
•

1 portion of conductive
dough (half blue, half green)
(See instructions below)

LEDs
Battery pack

•

Other electrical components such as
buzzers, connective wires etc.

(Note: by searching for ‘electronic
components for hobby’ online, there are
many outlets where these items can be easily
purchased for around 10-25p per component).

To make conductive dough: Combine 225mL tap water with 340g plain flour and 112g salt to form
a soft dough. Divide dough in half and add green food colour to one portion and blue food colour
to the other. Knead each portion of dough separately adding extra flour until it stops being sticky.

What to do:
2. Connect the
green snake to
the negative
terminal of
the battery by
squishing them
together.

1. Make 2
snake shapes,
one out of
green dough
and the other
out of blue
dough.

3. Connect the
blue snake to the
positive terminal
of the battery by
squishing them
together.

4. Carefully check
to make sure the
two snakes are not
touching each other.

6. Change the
size, shape and
length of the
snakes to see
what happens.

7. Try chopping the
snakes and inserting
another LED. What
happens to the
brightness of the light?

8. Try creating a parallel
circuit with the snakes and
a few LEDs (TIP: A parallel
circuit is laid out like a
set of train tracks with the
LEDS bridging the two
snakes). What happens to
the brightness of the light?

5. Take an LED
squish the positive
leg into the blue
snake and the
negative leg into the
green snake (TIP:
the positive leg is
the longer one).

9. Try creating
different circuits
with other
components.
Can you create
anything useful?

What is the science?

Activity: Squishy Circuits

(11-14yrs)

What's the science?
A conductor is a material that allows electricity
to pass through it, the salt in the dough means it
is a good conductor. This is because when salt is
dissolved in water, salt ions are produced.
Ions are electrically charged particles that form when atoms lose or gain an
electron. The ions within a liquid pass the electric charge on, allowing it to
become conductive.
When the LEDs are inserted into the conductive dough, they help to create a
circuit. A circuit is the loop that electricity flows around and is used to deliver
power to whatever we want it to - lights, gadgets and appliances. Electricity will
only flow around a circuit when there is a complete path from the power source
through the wires and back.
If a circuit is ‘open’ (or has a break in it) the electricity cannot flow. We can
choose to break the circuit to save power when we do not need it (e.g. lights in
the house on a sunny day) by flipping a switch. When we flip the switch on, it
completes the circuit and electricity can flow meaning our light comes on.
Flip the switch off and the circuit will break, halting the flow of electricity and
turning the light off. This is what happens when we break the dough or remove a
component from our dough circuits.
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